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Phenomenology of Space and Time: The Forces of the Cosmos and the Ontopoietic Genesis of Life: Book Two (Analecta Husserliana)Springer, 2014

	This work celebrates the investigative power of phenomenology to explore the phenomenological sense of space and time in conjunction with the phenomenology of intentionality, the invisible, the sacred, and the mystical. It examines the course of life through its ontopoietic genesis, opening the cosmic sphere to logos. The work also explores,...
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An Introduction to Modern CosmologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
An Introduction to Modern Cosmology Second Edition is an accessible account of modern cosmological ideas.  The Big Bang Cosmology is explored, looking at its observational successes in explaining the expansion and age of the universe, the existence and properties of the cosmic microwave background, and the origin of the light elements...
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Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Psychological Pathways to Conflict Transformation and Peace Building (Peace Psychology Book Series)Springer, 2009
The book addresses the need to move via forgiveness and reconciliation beyond the negative effects of trauma on individuals, couples, families, and communities. Both human-created trauma and the spiritual and psychological distress that results from natural cause (e.g. earthquakes, floods, illness, and impending death) are included as situations...
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The Edge of Infinity: Supermassive Black Holes in the UniverseCambridge University Press, 2003

	This timely book is suitable for the general reader wishing to find answers to some of the intriguing questions now being asked about black holes. Although once recognized as the most destructive force in nature, following a cascade of astonishing discoveries, the opinion of supermassive black holes has undergone a dramatic shift. Astronomers...
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Narrative Space and Time: Representing Impossible Topologies in Literature (Routledge Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Literature)Routledge, 2014

	Space is a central topic in cultural and narrative theory today, although in most cases theory assumes Newtonian absolute space. However, the idea of a universal homogeneous space is now obsolete. Black holes, multiple dimensions, quantum entanglement, and spatio-temporal distortions of relativity have passed into culture at large. This book...
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Lucid Waking: The Answer to the Problem of ConsciousnessIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	There is no problem more baffling to the academic world than the problem of consciousness. It’s fair to say that no academic has any clue at all about what consciousness is. In fact, academics have totally confused it with something radically different, namely sentience. The problem that faces the academic world is the insurmountable one...
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The Annotated Turing: A Guided Tour Through Alan Turing's Historic Paper on Computability and the Turing MachineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Before digital computers ever existed, Alan Turing envisioned their power and versatility...but also proved what computers could never do.    

    In an extraordinary and ultimately tragic life that unfolded like a novel, Turing helped break the German Enigma code to turn the tide of World War II, later speculated on...
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Universe (Britannica Illustrated Science Library)Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2009

	There was a time when people believed
	that the stars were bonfires lit by
	other tribes in the sky, that the
	universe was a flat plate resting on the shell
	of a giant turtle, and that the Earth,
	according to the Greek astronomer Ptolemy,
	was at the center of the universe. From the
	most remote of times, people have been
	curious...
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MoED: modification of electro dynamics by mach inertia priciple and electro anti gravityCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	we have modified here the Maxwell electrodynamics with mach inertia principle to generate universal electromagnetism which between two charged bodies is correlated to every charged body in the universe too.this machain electrodynamics enables us to answer to unsolved questions in the solar system and universe too for example expanding universe...
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Space ScienceWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	This invaluable book provides an introduction to space science. It brings together the various space science disciplines in one volume, and will benefit a wide audience, particularly students starting their graduate studies. The text presents a unique outlook, which will encourage students to think in broad terms across the whole range of...
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The Myths of InnovationO'Reilly, 2007
How do you know whether a hot technology will succeed or fail? Or where the next big idea will come from? The best answers come not from the popular myths we tell about innovation, but instead from time-tested truths that explain how we've made it this far. This book shows the way. 
 
 In The Myths of Innovation, bestselling...
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Entropic Spacetime Theory (K & E Series on Knots and Everything, Vol. 13)World Scientific Publishing, 1996
This book sets up a discrete universe with minimum and maximum  dimensions. Singularity is rejected.
  Entropic Spacetime Theory divides the universe into a kinetic system  and an entropic spacetime. The kinetic system is what our present  physics is all about; it deals with radiation (vector bosons) and mass  particles (fermions). Relativity...
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